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With Infor Aerospace & Defense, you get a
purpose-built, comprehensive suite of solutions
with a micro-vertical focus.
Specialized tools

For your industry

–– Reduce material costs by improving aggregation and visibility.

Industry-specific capabilities, including contract management, progress

–– Improve program oversight by increasing visibility into costs

billing, contract invoicing, and project comingling.

and schedules.
–– Increase aftermarket service penetration with customers.
–– Reduce inventory with comingling and planning.
–– Maximize profitability through increased visibility into overall

product costs.
–– Manage indirect overhead costs more efficiently.
–– Strenghten cash flow with contract progress billing.

–– A modern solution with a beautiful new user experience, enterprise

collaboration framework, and pervasive analytics embedded through
process flows.
–– Proven to be highly effective in handling multiple manufacturing

modes (MTO, ETO, ATO, CTO, and MTS).
–– Proven to be faster and less expensive to implement than any other

solution in the industry.
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Infor Aerospace & Defense solution map
Infor SoHo User Experience
Infor Motion™ Micro-vertical Mobile Apps

Infor Ming.le™ Social Business

Analytics Pervasive, Embedded Business Intelligence
Product lifecycle
management

Configuration
management

Estimate bid and
proposal

Program and contract
management

Project planning

Budget planning and
consolidation

Business partner
collaboration

Manufacturing planning
and execution

Supply chain planning
and execution

Sourcing and
procurement

Asset management
and sustainability

Shop floor control
and manufacturing

Aftermarket services

Program cost
accounting

Finance, compliance,
and reporting

Technology
Local.ly Cloud-based Localizations (Tax Reporting,
Accounting, Bank Messages)

Infor ION® Integration, Workflow, Alerts, Business Vault,
Business Intelligence

Infor Mongoose Rapid Application Development

Infor Business Cloud™ Hybrid, SaaS, Infor Sky Vault™
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Infor Aerospace & Defense capabilities
Commercial
Contractors

Defense
Contractors

MRO and Service
Providers

Metal
Fabrication

Defense
Electronics

Unit effectivity

Contract/CLIN
management

Service work
order management

Lot/heat tracking

Consigned inventory
management

Progress invoicing

As-maintained BOM

Retroactive rate
adjustments

Spare parts and
logistics

Costing breaks

Depot repair

Metal content
traceability

Contract flowdown

Serial number
traceability

Track metal market
for pricing

Remote field service

Customer-managed
inventory

Use-up inventory

Tool requirement
planning

Collaborative design
and engineering

Line assembly control
Sales schedules
Purchase schedules
Supplier staged
payments
Use-up effectivity
Nonconforming
material management
As-built BOM

Project comingled
cost pegging
DPAS

Maintenance, repair,
and overhaul

Serial number control

Overhead rate
calculations

Rotable management

RFID

DD250

Call management

Borrow / payback

Cut list management
and optimization
Dimensional inventory

Shop floor
order splits
Product genealogy
Manufacturing part
numbers
Alternate part/
BOM/routing

Hybrid manufacturing
Outside operations
management
Reference designators
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Resources
Brochures
Find out how Infor LN meets the needs of the aerospace
and defense industry. Read the brochure.

White papers and analyst reports
Beat the complexity of doing business in manufacturing
with real-time collaborative decision-making environments.
Read the IDC Report.

Find out how the changing roles of maintenance, repair,
and overhaul operations are impacting the aerospace and
defense industry. Learn more.
Discover how collaboration tools can help aerospace
and defense companies innovate faster, add more valueadd services, and improve supply chain management.

CAV Aerospace unifies its system and processes for financial
reporting and consolidation with Infor SyteLine. Find out how.
Piper Aircraft manages its complex manufacturing processes
with robust functionality that’s purpose-built for the
unique demands of the aerospace and defense industry.
Watch the video.

Pride Industries sped up processes, improved accuracy, and
reduced operational costs with Infor ION. Find out how.
Skills Inc. increased assembly orders by 174% with Infor
VISUAL. Find out how.
BAES Systems upgraded its IT infrastructure with Infor LN,
Infor ION, and Infor EAM to create an environment without
customizations that’s easier and more cost effective to
maintain and support the organization’s business growth.
Watch the video.

Learn more.

Infor 10x suite for
Aerospace & Defense

Customer stories
Advanced Input Systems streamlines processes with Infor
SyteLine. Find our how.

Infor 10x Starter Guide

eBrief: Infor 10x Specialized by industry

More information

Contact Infor

About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise,
helping 70,000 customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to
changes in business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.

Disclaimer
This document reflects the direction Infor may take with regard to the specific product(s) described in
this document, all of which is subject to change by Infor in its sole discretion, with or without notice to
you. This document is not a commitment to you in any way and you should not rely on this document
or any of its content in making any decision. Infor is not committing to develop or deliver any specified
enhancement, upgrade, product or functionality, even if such is described in this document.
Copyright © 2013 Infor. All rights reserved. The word and design marks set forth herein are trademarks and/or registered
trademarks of Infor and/or related affiliates and subsidiaries. All other trademarks listed herein are the property of their
respective owners.
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